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1.

Introduction

This document constitutes the Final Report for ONR/DARPA Grant #N00014-94l-0215 entitled Flexible Reactive Control for Multi-Agent Robotic Systems in Hostile
Environments. This project wass supported by DARPA's Real-time Planning and
Control Program and had as a customer DARPA's UGV Demo II program. This
report reflects this project's accomplishments within the context of an overall three
year research program.
The goals of this research were to produce intelligent, flexible, reactive behaviors
and methods for specifying and communicating information between multiagent teams.
In particular we have studied three closely related subjects:
• Formation Control - to allow teams of robotic agents to move in a coordinated
manner through a potentially hostile environment without interfering with other's
active navigational behaviors.
• Teleautonomous Control of Multi-a.gent Teams - to allow a massive reduction in
cognitive workload for the control of a group of robotic vehicles by permitting
commands to be specified at the team level rather than at the individual a.gent
level.
• Team Mission Specification Methods - to provide robust and flexible mission
specification for reactive team military scenarios.

2.

Formation Control

We have developed a behavior-based approach to robot formation-keeping. Since
behavior-based systems integrate sf'\·Pral goal oriented behaviors simultaneously, s_ystems using this technique are able to navigate to waypoints, avoid hazards and keep
formation at the same time. The initial target for this work is a team of robotic vehicles
to be fielded as a scout unit by the i · .S. Army. Formation is important in this and
other military applications where sc11sor assets are limited. Formations allow individual
team members to concentrate their sensors across a portion of the environment, while
their partners cover the rest. Air Force flghter pilots for instance, direct their visual
and radar search responsibilities clc1w11di11g on their position in a formation [7]. The
approach is potentially applicable i 11 111a 11y other domains such as search, agricultural
coverage tasks, security patrols and :--u on.
Behaviors for four formations C111d t \VO formation reference types were implemented
and evaluated. The behaviors wf'rP demonstrated successfully in the laboratory on
holonomic robots, and outdoors on I-wheel-drive HUMMERs. In the course of these
evaluations, the approach was implemented on two different reactive robotic architectures, AuRA and the UGV Demo II ..\rcliitecture. The AuRA implementation is

conceptually simpler and applicable to holonomic robots, while the UGV implementation addresses the additional complexity of non-holonomic vehicle control. Separate
experiments in simulation evaluated the utility of the various formation types and
references in turns and across obstacle fields.
Each robot's position in formation depends on a unique identification number (ID).
This is important in applications where one or more of the agents is dissimilar. In Army
scout platoons for instance, the leader is not usually at the front of the formation, but
in the middle, or to one side.
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Figure 1: Formations for four robots (from left to right: line, column, diamond,
wedge)
The formation behaviors were implemented as motor schemas, in the AuRA architecture [l], and as steering and speed behaviors in the UGV Demo II architecture [6].
In both cases, the individual behaviors run as concurrent asynchronous processes with
each behavior representing a high-level behavioral intention of the agent. Perceptions
are directly translated into a response vector in AuRA, or as turning or speed votes
on the UGV. Readers are referred to [l] and [6] for more information on schema-based
reactive control and the UGV Demo II architecture.

Figure 2: Shannon and Sally, two ~omadics Technologies Nomad 150 mobile robots.
The formation behaviors demonstrated on Denning MRV-3s and DARPA's Unmanned
Ground Vehicles are now under evaluation on these new robots.

Figure 3: Formation position determined by various reference techniques (from left
to right: unit-center, leader, neighbor)
Initial results of research at Georgia Tech for simulated robot teams appeared in
[3]. Since then the approach has been demonstrated on on two types of mobile robots
(Denning Mobile Robotics MRV-3s, and 0:-\RPA's Unmanned Ground Vehicles) and
two robotic architectures (AuRA and the t:Gv Demo II Architecture). The system
has also been ported to Nomadics Teclrnologies Nomad 150 robots (Figure 2).
Several formations for a team of four robots are considered (Figure 1):

• line - where the robots travel line-nbreast.
• column - where the robots travel one after the other.
• diamond - where the robots travel in a diamond.
• wedge - where the robots travel in a

··v,,.

These formation types are us Pd h.'· l .. S. mechanized scout platoons on the battlefield
[2]. For each formation, each robot has <t specific position (based on its ID). Figure 1
shows the formations and robots· po-;i t ions within them.
Formation maintenance is acco1111)lislwd in two steps: first, a perceptual process,
detect-formation-position, dct er111 i ncs the robot's proper position in formation based
on current environmental data; s<'rn11d. the motor process maintain-formation , generates motor commands to direct t lw robot toward the correct location. In the case of
motor schema control, the command i-; n. 1110\·Pment vector towards the correct location.
For the U GV Demo II Architect llr<' '"'"P" 1«1 t e .. votes,, are cast for steering and speed
corrections towards the format ion IH > i 1 i1>n . \lo tor commands for each architecture are
covered in more detail below.
Each robot computes its prop<'r p11-..itirn1 in the formation for each movement step.
Three techniques for formation po~it i()11 determination have been identified:

• Unit-center-referenced: a 11 11 it -crnter is computed by averaging the x and y
positions of all the robots i11\·ohTd i11 the formation. Each robot determines its
own formation position relat i\<' tot ii<tt C<'11ter.

• Leader-referenced: each robot determines its formation position in relation to
the lead robot (Robot 1). The leader does not attempt to maintain formation;
the other robots are responsible for formation maintenance.

• Neighbor-referenced: each robot maintains a position relative to one other
predetermined robot.
These relationships are depicted in Figure 3. Arrows show how the formation
positions are determined. Each arrow points from a robot to the associated reference.
The perceptual schema detect-formation-position uses one of these referencE:s to
determine the position for the robot. Spacing between robots is determined by the
desired spacing parameter of detect-formation-position.
Since AuRA and the UGV Demo II architectures utilize different formulations for
perceptual and motor processes, they are examined separately below.

2.1

Motor Schema-based Formation Control

Several motor schemas, move-to-goal. avoid-static-obstacle, avoid-robot ;rnd
maintain-formation implement the overall behavior for a robot to move to a goal
location while avoiding obstacles, collisions with other robots and remaining in form<1tion. An additional background schema., noise, serves as a form of reactive "grease··.
dealing with some of the problems endemic to purely reactive navigational methods
[1]. Each schema generates a vector representing the desired behavioral response (direction and magnitude of movement) given the current sensory stimuli provided by tlic
environment . A gain value is used to indicate the relative importance of the individual
behaviors. The high-level combined behavior is generated by multiplying the outputs
of each primitive behavior by its gain, then summing and normalizing the results.
Once the desired formation position is known, the maintain-formation motor
schema generates a movement vector towards it. The vector is always in the direction
of the desired formation position, but the magnitude depends on how far the robot is
away from it. Figure 4 illustrates three zones, defined by distance from the desired
position, used for magnitude computation. The radii of these zones are parameters
of the maintain-formation schema.. In the example, Robot 3 attempts to maintain
a position to the left of and abeam Robot 1. Robot 3 is in the controlled zone, so
a moderate force towards the desired position (forward and right) is generated by
maintain-formation. The magnitude oft he vector is computed as follows:

• Ballistic zone: the magnitude is set at its maximum, which equates to th<'
schema's gain value.

• Controlled zone: the magnitude varies linearly from a maximum'at the farthest
edge of the zone to zero at the inner edge.

• Dead zone: in the dead zone vector magnitude is always zero.

Ballistic Zone

Figure 4: Zones for the computation of maintain-formation magnitude

Figure 5: Typical simulation run showing four robots m a leader-referenced wedge
formation executing a 90 degree left turn.

2.2

Motor Schema Results in Simulation

Experiments in simulation eval llrl t eel t. he utility of the various formation types and
references in turns and across obst<tcl(' fields. For 90 degree turns, the diamond formation performs best when the uni t-c<'n t <'r-reference for formation position is used, while
vvedge and line formations work lwst \\·hen the leader-reference is used. For travel
across an obstacle field, the column formation works best for both unit-center- and
leader-referenced formations. In most <'C\St's. unit-center-referenced formations perform
better than leader-referenced formc-\1 i()ll" .

2.3

Motor Schema Results on Mobile Robots

Mission Lab is designed so that at rnnt ime a researcher may choose between a simulated run, or a run on physical r()hots. So far, the system can command Denning
MRV-:3, MRV-2 and DRY robots. !·>,tensions to MissionLab provide control of No-
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•

Figure 6: Four robots in leader-referenced diamond, wedge, line and column formations.

•

•

•
Figure 7: Comparison of leader-referenced (left) and unit-center-referenced (right)
diamond formations.
madics Research Nomad-150 robots and a HUMMER 4-wheel drive vehicle instrumented for robotic use at Georgia Tech. Formation experiments on the latter two
systems are in progress.
The behaviors have been tested on Denning MRV-3 robots, Ren and Stimpy, in
conjunction with the teleoperation experiments covered in Section 3 ..

2.4

Formation Control for the UGV Demo II Architecture

UGV Demo II is an DARPA-fund('d project aimed at fielding a robotic scout platoon
for the Army. Each Unmanned Cr0t111d \ 'chicle (UGV) is a 4-wheel-drive "Hummer~'
equipped with position, vision and hazard sensors, control computers and actuation
devices for steering a.nd speed control ( 1:igure 8). Four UGVs were built by LockheedMartin, and up to three have been operated simultaneously in formation. This section
shows how formation behaviors wne adapted for use on these robots.
Motor behaviors in the UGV architecture are coordinated by a speed arbiter and a
turn arbiter. This approach differs frorn the motor schema method where each behavior
generates both direction and magnit 11df'. In the UGV architecture each arbiter runs

Figure 8: One of DARPA's UGVs for Demo II Program.
concurrently and accepts "votes" from the various active motor behaviors. For turning,
behaviors vote for one of 30 discrete egocentric steering angles ; the angle with the
most votes wins. A behavior may actually cast several votes for separate headings at
once, where the votes are spread about a central angle with a Gaussian distribution.
For speed, the lowest speed vote wins. Details on the mathematical formation of the
arbitration process are available in [6].
As in the case of motor schema-based robots, the UGVs must simultaneously navigate to a goal position, avoid collisions with hazards and remain in formation. This
is accomplished by concurrent activation of independent behaviors for each. Here we
will deal only with the behaviors for formation.
For UGVs, formations and formation positions were determined in the same way
as described for the detect-formation-position perceptual schema. But the nonholonomic constraints on UGV movement call for a revision of the formation motor
behavior. Of significance in the non-holonomic case is that the robot's heading during
and after formation corrections significantly impact its ability to remain in position.
Not only should the vehicle be in the right location, but its heading should be aligned
with the axis of the formation. If it is very far off heading, the robot will quickly fall
out of position either laterally, fore-aft or both. A technique used by pilots for aircraft
formation [7] is well suited for this task: positioning is decomposed into fore-aft and
side-side adjustments. Fore-aft corrections are made by adjusting speed only, while
lateral corrections are made by adjusting heading only. Each correction is applied
independently. A consequence of the approach is that when a robot is ahead of its position it will not attempt to turn arou11d. but just slow down. The following heuristics
summarize the approach:
For speed selection:

• If the robot is in formation, the best speed for maintaining that formation is the
current speed.
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Figure 9: Illustration of terms used 111 d<'scribing formation behaviors for UGVs. In
this diagram the robot is behind and to t lw right of its position in formation.

• If the vehicle is behind its posit ion. it should speed up.

• If the vehicle is in front of its posit ion. it should slow down.
• The selected change in speed should depend on how far out of position the robot
IS.

• Since the speed arbiter selects the lowest speed vote of all the active behaviors for
output to the vehicle, formation control may only be possible by slowing down.
For steering:

• If the robot

IS

m formation.

1

lw best heading for position maintenance is the

formation axis.

• If the robot is out of posit ior1 1'1tPrally and the formation is moving, it should
turn towards the formation <t--.:i...; \\'ith an angle that depends on how far out of
position it is.

• If the robot is out of posit iu11
should head directly tow a rd~

2.4.1

lw formation has stopped moving, the robot
it .. I 11 '"it ion.
c111d t

UGV Behaviors for Formation

Two separate behaviors, maintain-formation-speed and maintain-formationsteer run concurrently to keep t lw 'f'liicl<' in position. Each determines an appropriate
value at each movement step and 'ot , . . . , (lc«ord i ngly. The votes, along with those from

o~her

behaviors are tallied and acted upon by the speed and steering arbiters. The
discussion will now focus on an individual robot and how the speed and steer behaviors
determine their outputs. To formalize the approach, the following formation terms are
introduced (see Figure 9):
the robot's present position and heading.

•

Rpos,Rdir

•

Rmag,

•

Fpos,

the robot's proper position in formation.

•

Fdir,

the direction of the formation's movement.

the robot's present speed.

• Formation Axis, a ray through

Fpos

in the

Fdir

direction.

The maintain-formation-speed behavior first determines the magnitude of th<'
required speed correction, then casts its vote by adding the correction to the currf'11 I
speed. A gain value is used to adjust the rate of correction. The speed correction.
DeltaSpeed, varies from -1.0 (slow down) to 1.0 (speed up). The magnitude depends 011
how far fore or aft the robot is of its desired position. Three zones, perpendicular to the
formation axis and defined by distance fore or aft of Fpos determine DeltaSpeed (Figure
10). The size of these zones are parameters of the formation behavior. DeltaSpeed i~
set negative if the robot is in front of Fpos and positive otherwise. The magnitude i~
computed as follows:
• Ballistic zone : 1.0
• Controlled zone : the magnitude varies linearly from a maximum of 1.0 at the
farthest edge of the zone to zero at the inner edge.
• Dead zone : in the dead zone the magnitude is always zero.
Finally, maintain-formation-speed casts its vote for the vehicle speed as follows:

SpeedV ote =

Rmag

+ DeltaSpeed x

SpeedGain

The maintain-formation-steer behavior follows a similar procedure to determine
an egocentric steering direction, (the angle for the front wheels with respect to the vehicle body 1 ). The calculation proceeds i 11 three steps. First, the magnitude of correction
is determined based on how far laterally the robot is from its formation position. Tlw
maximum correction is for the robot to head directly towards the formation axis, thf'
minimum is for the robot to head directly along the formation axis. The magnitude of
H eadingCorrection is determined as fol lows (Figure 10):
1
In the actual implementation, votes are 1ast. for a turn radius. For clarity we use the steering
angle of the wheels here.
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Figure 10: Zones centered on F, the desired formation position. The zones on the
left are used for computing speed, corrections, while those on the right are for heading
corrections.
• Ballistic zone: 90°, i.e. head directly towards the axis.
• Controlled zone: the turn varies linearly from a maximum of 90° at the farthest
edge of the zone to 0° at the inner edge.
• Dead zone: 0°, i.e. head parallel to the axis.
The sign is set according whether the robot is left or right of the formation axis. If
the robot is left of the axis, calling for a right turn the sign is positive, it is set negative
otherwise. The DesiredHeading can now be determined with reference to the formation
axis:

DesiredH eading =

Fdir -

Delio II rading

As the robot moves forward. this l1eading will simultaneously bring it to and properly align it with the formation <t :-: is. I11 the special case where the formation has
stopped moving, DesiredHeading is ii1sl<'nd s('t to take the robot directly to its position:

DesiredH eading =

Fpos -

Rpc)S

Next, DesiredHeading is translated into an egocentric angle for the vehicle's front
wheels:

Steer Vote= DesiredH eading -

n,,,.

l ..!

Positive angles indicate a right turn and negative ones a left turn. If the result is
either greater than 180° or less than -180°, 360° is added or subtracted to bring the
result within those bounds. Finally the angle is clipped to the physical limits of the
vehicle.

2.5

The Formation Expert

Figure 11: The Formation Expert GUI.

To aid UGV mission planners in selecting appropriate formations for particular
, situations, we developed an expert system called the Formation Expert. The Formation Expert automatically analyzes a mission plan then suggests parameter settings
for formation behaviors. based on that context. A user may adjust these recommended
parameters with a graphical user interface (GUI). The displayed diagram of the formation is adjusted to reflect changes the user makes as he moves slider bars or pushes
buttons (Figure 11).
In order to make its recommendations. the Formation Expert consults a rule base,
which specifies conditions under \\' h ich particular formations are appropriate. The
rule base is an easy to understand text file that can be revised by a user to reflect new
situations or better formations for cntain situations. Also, since the Formation Expert
is generic it may be easily adapted for use in other UGV domains as well.

2.6

Results for UGV Demo II Mobile Robots

The unit-center referenced approach was used exclusively on the HUMMERs because the UGV architecture only rrO\·icles for a robot to slow down to keep formation.
It was felt that since the leader would never slow down to keep formation and a trailer
could never speed up if it fell behind. a leader-referenced approach would fail. Final
integration with mobile robots was completed by Lockheed-Martin in Denver.

Figure 12: Two DARPA UGVs in formation (from left to right: line, wedge, column)
Formation played a key role in the success of UGV Demo C in the Summer of
1995. At that demonstration two HUMMERs ran through a series of tests including a.
sequence of formations (Figure 12). The HUMMERs followed an approximately onehalf mile course across open terrain while smoot
shifting from column to wedge to
line formations.
The behaviors were extended by Lockheed-Martin for use in three robot HUMMER
formations. The three robot formations have run satisfactorily but videotape of the
tests is not yet available. Performance in these tests was limited by a communications
system that induced up to 7 seconds of latency in robot to robot position reports. This
problem points to the utility of using a passive approach for locating team members,
versus the explicit exchange of location based on GPS readings.

3.

Team Teleautonomy

This research concerned the development and implementation of methods to allow
a human operator to control a team of robots. Our approach provides a mechanism
to significantly reduce the human operator's cognitive and perceptual load by allowing
the reactive system to deal with each robot's local control concerns. Two principal
mechanisms to achieve this are by allowing the operator to act either as a constituent
behavior of the society or to allow him/ her to supervise the societal behavioral sets and
gains, acting only as needed based upon observable progress towards task completion.

3.1

Summary of Results for FY 94 and FY 95

Two forms of teleautonomous control of teams of mobile robots were developed and
implemented. In each of these forms. the operator is allowed to control whole societies
of agents; not one robot at a time, but rather controlling global behavior for the entire
multiagent system. The end product is a simple way for a commander to control large

I I

numbers of constituent elements without concern for low-level details (which each of
the agents is capable of handling by themselves).
The first method for telerobotic control allows the human operator to give directional information to the robot team. He controls the output of a teleautonomy
behavior by using an on-screen "joystick". The teleautonomy behavior then produces
a vector output in the direction that the joystick is depressed and with a magnitude
relative to the amount that the joystick is depressed. This vector is sent to each of
the robots and is then summed and normalized with the vector outputs from the other
active behaviors on each robot. The robot then executes the resultant vector. In this
method of teleautonomous control, the operator acts as one of the robots' behaviors.
In the second method, the operator interactively changes the overall behavior of
the robot team by adjusting the parameters of the reactive behaviors. The human
operator can manipulate the behavioral rarameters either individually or in terms of
abstract groupings such as personality traits. Making parameter changes in terms of
personality traits allows a user, with no knowledge about the underlying behaviors and
their parameters, to effectively modify the robots' behavior. In our current system, the
abstract parameters include Aggressil'( n<- s8 and Wanderlust. The value of an abstract
parameter controls the values of several individual low-level parameters. The operator
uses slider bars to modify the value of an abstract personality trait. In this method of
telerobotic control, the operator acts as a behavioral supervisor.
Both methods for telerobotic control have been integrated with the NlissionLab system and work both in simulation and on real robots. Additionally, both teleautonomy
methods have been integrated with the DARPA UGV Demo II architecture using the
STXmcu mission control system for use on teams of HMMWV s. The first method was
demonstrated at a technical demo during Demo C of the UGV project in the summer
of 1995.
Experiments was conducted to t f'st the usefulness of the teleautonomy behavior
for certain tasks. Some of the e:\p"riments were conducted in simulation and some
were conducted on real robots.
The simulation experiments test <'d the first method of control, the operator as a
behavior approach. The tasks incli1d<·d foraging grazing, and herding. For the foraging
task, if teleoperation is used wisely. it can significantly lower the total number of steps
required to complete the task by µ;r-<·at 1.,. reducing the time spent in the forage state
(i.e., the number of steps that tlw r()I Jot-.. "'p1•11d looking for attractors). For the grazing
task, teleoperation was not sign ifi<«11 1t I' l 1t>l I <'r than no teleoperation. For the herding
task, the teleautonomy behavior \\"t1 .... .Ji -..rn,·ered to be an acceptable tool, but possible
improvements were determined.
1

The experiments on real roboh t ,.,, <·d the use of both the teleautonomy behavior
and the abstract parameters. Tlw 1<1 ... b i11cluded directing the robots out of a box
canyon and squeezing the robots t lirot1gli a small space. The telerobotic interface was
tested on a pair of Denning MRV-~ 11101,il<' rnbots . .-\Sun Sparcstation 5 served as the

(a)

(b)

Figure 13: Box canyon task: (a) The robots are stuck in the box canyon. (b) The robots
are being maneuvered out of the box canyon using the teleautonomy behavior.
The camera was located 4 floors above the robots, giving a birds-eye view of the action. The'
robots have circles of white tape on top of them to make them more visible.

base station, running the telerobotic interface through MissionLab.
For the first task, the human operator was able to use the on-screen joystick to steer
the robots out of a box canyon. After the robots were no longer in danger of falli11g
back into the box canyon, the operator released the joystick, and the robots continued
to their destination autonomously. Figure 13 shows video stills of the robots during
this experiment.
For the second task, the operator used the behavioral parameter control to cause
the robots to squeeze through a small gap that would normally be too small for the
robots to traverse, due to the repulsion from their avoid-static-obstacle behavior.
By increasing the abstract parameter Aggressiveness, the operator was able to squeeze
the robots through the small space. Figure 14 shows video stills of the robots during
this experiment.
A set of usability tests were conducted on the operator's interface. These tests
yielded useful information for making the interface more helpful and usable. Changes
were made to the interface based on suggestions derived from these usability tests.

3.2

Research Accomplishments for FY 96

A Hummer has been actuated an<l controlled by means of teleautonomy. The
low-level control software for the Hummer has been integrated with the MissionLab
toolset. This allows a human operator to control the movement of the Hummer through
the teleautonomy behavior using the on-screen "joystick" described in the Team
Teleautonomy section. The joystick is shown in Figure 15.
The operator is located outside of the Hummer a.nd commands a compass directioll

I (i

(b)

(a)

Figure 14: Squeezing ta.sk: (a) The robots a.re stuck in the box canyon with a gap. (b)
The robots are being squeezed through the ga.p in the box canyon by making them more
aggressive.
The camera wa.s located 4 floors above the robots, giving a birds-eye view of the action.

Figure 15: The on-screen "joystick·· allows the human operator to control the robots
heading in terms of compass directions.

! ~

and a speed in miles per hour by manipulating the joystick. This information is transmitted by means of a wireless communication network to the robot control software
running on-board the Hummer. The on-board processing software then repeatedly
reads the current heading and speed of the vehicle and determines h~w to control the
steering wheel, brake, and throttle to cause the Hummer to move at the desired velocity. This allows a human operator to exert a form of supervisory control over the robot,
where he sets a desired velocity and then does not need to send any more commands
as the robot autonomously determines how to achieve and maintain this velocity.
Two experiments have been conducted to test the teleautonomous control of the
Hummer. The first experiment tested the capability to provide the operator with
control over the steering of the robot. The second tested steering and speed control by
a human operator.
At the time of the first experiment, only steering control had been implemented.
The operator sat inside the Hummer in the back seat and controlled the heading of
the vehicle in terms of compass directions through the joystick. An emergency driver
sat in the driver's seat and controlled the throttle and brake. The emergency driver
did not touch the steering wheel, but was prepared to take control of the steering if
necessary. The vehicle was steered by computer control around a crowded parking lot.
Part of the test included steering the vehicle through a tight space with only a fevv
feet of clearance on both sides of the robot. The experiment showed that our steering
control worked, and that the method of controlling the robot's heading by specifying
compass directions is effective. However we also realized that this method of specifying
co!Ilpass directions would probably work better if done from outside the vehicle.
1

In the second experiment, the human operator was remotely located outside of
the robot vehicle. This time, the operator controlled both direction and speed. An
emergency driver was located in the driver's seat of the Hummer, but he did not touch
the steering wheel, brake, or throttle. The vehicle was driven by computer control
around a large empty parking lot. The operator successfully caused the robot to execute
many turns and circles, driving both uphill and downhill. Figure 16 shows the vehicle
during the experiment. The experiment successfully demonstrated steering, brake, and
throttle control of both the direction 0nd speed of the robot, and that controlling the
heading of the robot by specifying a compass direction is easier to accomplish when
the human operator is located outside' of the robot vehicle.

4.

MissionLab

MissionLab is powerful set of soft \\'a re tools for developing and testing behaviors
for single robots and robot teams. ('ode generated by MissionLab can directly control
commercial robots built by Denning .\lobile Robotics and Nomadic Technologies, as
well as an experimental 4-wheel drive I I urn mer developed at Georgia Tech. A primary
strength of MissionLab is its support of hot h simulated and real robots. A developer

Figure 16: The automated Hummer under teleautonomous control. The operator was
controlling the direction and speed of travel from another vehicle at the edge of the parking
lot.

I ')

can experiment with behaviors in simulation and then run those same configurations
on mobile robots.
1V!issionLab has a distributed architecture. The main user's console can run on one
computer while multiple robot control executables are distributed across a network,
potentially onboard the actual robots they control.

The core of the MissionLab toolset is composed of five primary components:

• cfgedit: The Configuration Editor is a graphical tool for building robot behaviors. The designer can build complex control structures with the point and click
of a mouse. cfgedit generates source code which, when compiled, can directly
control a simulated or real robot. Details on cfgedit are provided in a separate
manual.

• cnl: cfgedit generates a control program in the Configuration Network Language
( CN L) which is compiled by the program cnl. The compiled program (or robot
executable) may now directly control a robot. The cnl compiler is automatically
invoked by cfgedit when needed. In general, users will not need to be concerned
with cnl unless they want to elev<' lop their own primitive behaviors.

• mlab: Once the robot executables are created, they can be tested in mlab. mlab
is primarily a console-like program from which a developer monitors the progress
of experimental runs of his robot executables. When mlab is used for simulation
(as opposed to controlling mo bi le robots), it serves as a sensor and actuator
simulator from the point of view of the robot executable. On mobile robots, the
actual sensors are used instead.

• CMDL: The Command Description Language (CMDL) may optionally be used
for describing simple sequential robot missions. CMDL files are read by mlab at
runtime and offer a mechanis111 for providing high-level input to robot behaviors
developed in cnl.

• ODL: The Overlay Descript irn1 Language provides descriptions of the environment (especially useful in sir1111li-itio11) to mlab. Obstacles, boundaries and so on
may be described in ODL.
The Societal Agent architectur<' \\;1." d('' t·loped to capture the recursive composition
of configurations. Specifying a react t\ •• l)('hrtvioral configuration for use by a multiagent team executing a mission req 11 i r('~ !>ot h a careful choice of the behavior set and
the creation of a temporal chain ol· IH·ha,·iors which executes the mission. This difficult
task is simplified by applying an uhjt'd-oriented approach to the design of the mission using a methodology called '' ,,, poml .-;r qurncing. Temporal sequencing partitions
the mission into discrete operating -.tat<'s \\'ith perceptual triggers causing transitions
between those states. Several sill a I !er i r1dt ·1wr1de11 t configurations (assemblages) can
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then be created which each implement one state. Assemblages consist of groups of
b~sic behaviors and coordination mechanisms that allow the group to be treated as a
single, coherent behavior. Upon instantiation, the assemblage is parameterized based
upon the requirements of these specific mission requirements. :fhese assemblages can
be re-parameterized and used in other states within this mission or archived a.s high
level primitives for use in subsequent projects.
The MissionLab system, an implementation of the Societal Agent architecture. supports graphical construction of configurations using a visual configuration editor. Thi s
editor, CfgEdit, supports the recursive construction ofreusable components at all levels.
from primitive motor behaviors to societies of cooperating robots by allowing creation
of coordinated assemblages of components which are then treated as atomic higherlevel components available for later reuse. The Configuration Editor allows deferring
commitment (binding) to a particular robot architecture or specific vehicles until the
configuration has been developed. This explicit binding step simplifies developing l1
configuration which may be deployed on one of several vehicles which may each r·equire use of a specific architecture. The process of retargeting a configuration to d
different vehicle when the available vehicles or the system requirements change is si rn ilarly eased. The capability exists to generate either MRPL code for the DARPA UC\ .
architecture or C++ code targeted for the Autonomous Robot Architecture (AuR.-\ \
which is executable within the MissionLab system. The AuRA executables drive bot Ii
simulated robots and several types of Denning vehicles (DRV-1, MRV-2, MRV-3). The
architecture binding process determines which compiler will be used to generate thf'
final executable code, as well as which libraries of behavior primitives will be available
for placement within the editor.
The mission scenario language a.nd corresponding interpreter permit the specification of complex multiagent missions in a structured, relatively user-friendly, language.
The mission coordination operator has the expressive power of a finite state machine
but allows the user to specify the sequence of steps making up the mission using a
domain-specific language with high-le\'el primitives and mnemonic names. At run
time, the mission coordination operator communicates with the operator console to allow the mission to be entered interactively or predefined missions to be executed from
saved files.
Using these tools, various multiagent missions have been demonstrated in simulation
and on our Denning robots. The Missio11Lnb toolset was demonstrated as part of UGV
demo C and has been made publicly <Wai \able in source code form via anonymous FTP
or WWW access.

4.1

Research Accomplishments for FY 94 and FY. 9595

1995 saw the completion and initial release of the MissionLab toolset. The l'vfissionLab robot software development systC'm provides support for users in the various
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stages of mission development (e.g., behavior implementation, assemblage construction, and mission specification). The primitive behavior implementor must be familiar
with the particular robot architecture in use and a suitable programming language
such as C++. The assemblage constructor uses a library of behaviors to build skill
assemblages using the graphical configuration editor. This allows visual placement and
connection of behaviors without requiring programming knowledge. However, the construction of useful assemblages still requires knowledge of behavior-based robot control.
Specifying a configuration for the robot team consists of selecting which of the available skills are useful for the targeted environments and missions. Specification of the
mission sequence can occur at run-time using a domain-specific structured language.
Military terminology and nomenclature are used in MissionLab to facilitate specification of missions by military users unfamiliar with robot control techniques. The overall
philosophy, however, is by no means restricted to this application domain.
Consider specification of a configuration implementing a janitorial task for a mobile
robot. Specifically, the robot should wander around looking for empty soda cans, pick
them up, wander around looking for a recycling basket, and then place the can into
the basket. Figure 17 is a schematic representation of an FSA for such a ·robotic trash
collector constructed using CfgEdit. The circles represent the possible operating states
with the label indicating the assemblage agent active during that state. The arcs are
labeled with the perceptual triggers causing the transition where relevant. Powering up
in the start state, the robot begins to wander looking for a suitable soda can, operating
in the Look-for_can state. When a can is perceived, the Pick_up_can state is activated
and if the can is successfully acquired, a transition to the Look_for_basket state occurs.
Loss of the can in either of these states causes the FSA to fall back to the previous state
and attempt recovery. When a recycling basket is located, the PuLcan state becomes
active and the can is placed in the basket. A transition back to the Look-for_can state
repeats the process.
Figure 18 shows MissionLab exernt ing a simulation. The large area with various
things drawn in it is the main display area. Within the display area robots, obstacles,
and other features are visible. The ~ol id round black circles a.re obstacles. The four
robots a.re moving across the middle oft lie display area in roughly a diamond formation.
l\fore details about the type of mission di"played in the figure are explained in the next
section. The command interface in t lw lO\H'r right part of Figure 18 allows the operator
to control the execution of the mission. lit<' "t eps of the mission are displayed as they
execute.
Specifically, several software proj<'1 t ~ \\'t'f<' finished: The configuration editor CfgEdit
was rewritten to support the recur" i \ (' nrnst ruction implicit in the Societal Agent architecture. It serves as the focal poi rit for the MissionLab integrated development
environment and spawns other part" o[· the toolset as the user requires them. It allows graphical construction and visua I izat ion of the configuration description language
(CDL) descriptions which can then he rnrnpiled into the selected output format. A
conversion to the DARPA UGV standard [PT nrnnnunications package was completed.
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Figure 17: FSA for a trash collecting robot
The robot executables communicate to the simulation server and operator console using
IPT. Three internal compilers have been written. Two CDL compilers generate either
the MRPL specifications used in the U G V program or a CNL (configuration network
language) description of the input configuration. The CNL compiler can then translate this second type of output into C++ code using the AuRA architecture. These
AuRA-style executables can then be run within the MissionLab operator workstation,
freely mixing simulated and real robots.
For DARPA UGV Demo C, Georgia Tech demonstrated the MissionLab mission
specification and configuration software as pa.rt of a. Technology Demo. This demo involved collaboration of Georgia Tech a11<l the University of Texas at Arlington (UTA) in
a. joint demonstration. The lv!ission Lab system has been adopted and extended by UTA
to help verify their sensing algorithms for this joint tech demo. The system is available
through the Internet (http://www.cc.ga tech .ed u/ ai/ robot-lab/ research/MissionLa.b).

4.2

Research Accomplishments for FY 96

Significant accomplishments regar<ling MissionLa.b in 1996 include usability studies
highlighting its utility in robot behaxior design, improvements in the distribution a.nd
installation of the software, the addition of three dimensional views, hardware drivers
for the control of new robot types, and porting to the Linux opera.ting system. A
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usability study completed this year as part of a Ph.D Dissertation has demonstrated
the advantages of Mission Lab as a robot design tool [4].
Previously, MissionLab was only available for computers running the SunOS operating system. This year, the entire Mission Lab toolset has been ported to the Linux
operating system as well. This significantly expands its applicability since portable
computers running Linux may cost as little as ~ the cost of other Unix-based computers. It is economically feasible to outfit robots with individual onboard control using
low-cost Linux machines. This, in concert with the distributed capabilities of MissionLab make it easy to conduct multi-robot experiments over a distributed wireless
network (Figure 19). In addition to compiling on Linux machines, the overall ease of
installation on SunOS and Linux is now greatly improved.
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Figure 19: MissionLab provide-.; fur di-.;t ri buted control of multirobot m1ss1ons. A
single console computer (upper l<'ft 1''11 he used to command a team of robots over a
wireless network. The remote l'11i\ 111achi11cs are installed on the robots they control.
Three dimensional views can lw i11 \11k1·d i11 11dal) to give the user a more realistic
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representation of the mission scenario. 3D views of the layout include top view side
view and front view. The robot in the views is shown as a six-legged robot. A snapshot
of the 3D views is shown in Figure 20. The 3D views are generated using sphigs
1
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Figure 20: An example of the :3D view now available in MissionLab.
package.
In this version, all objects have t lie same height, and they are located on the same
z plane. Basically, the 3D views co11 t <1 in the same information as the 2D view except
for some 3D enhancement. In the future. we will change the overlay definition to
accommodate true 3D descriptions. including the height of the object and the location
of the object in the z direction. Robot 111on:'rnent vectors will also be extended to 3D
to enable the robot to navigate in a :~I) world. Also, robot representation descriptions
will be added to the overlay file to <ii low the user to define the shape of the robot.
Currently a fixed 6 legged robot is used to represent all robots. Some viewpoint control
mechanism will also be added to view the :JD world from different angles.
Hardware drivers were added to \lissionLab this year to enable support for control of Nomadic Technologies Nomad [ ,jQ robots and a robotic Hummer developed at

Georgia Tech. This is in addition to support for Denning MRV-3, MRV-4 and DRY
. robots already in place.

5.
5.1

Experimental Testbeds
Nomad Testbed

MissionLab has been extended to provide control of Nomadics Technologies Nomad
150 robots (Figure 2). A new software library provides an interface between standard
MissionLab movement commands and control messages sent over a serial line to the
hardware. The library is similar to the MissionLab libraries which provide control of
Denning robots and Georgia Tech's Hummer.
Each Nomad is equipped with an on-board PC laptop running Linux (a Unixcompatible operating system). Behaviors for the robots are compiled into a robot
executable developed on a workstation using cnl or cfgedit. After development and
testing, the executable is downloaded to the robots with ftp over a wireless network.
The network supports typical services like ftp and telnet, but more importantly it
enables the MissionLab console program to manage a team of robots remotely from a
single workstation (Figure 19).
The Nomad 150s are being equipped with color vision capabilities. Real-time visionprocessing is provided by an on-board computer (Cognachrome from Newtonlabs) able
to track multiple objects identified by color at 30 updates per second. The vision computers will enable robots to track one another and salient features in their environment.
This provides for tasks including formation based on visual references and foraging for
colored objects. MissionLab control programs communicate with the vision computer
over a serial line using an additional interface library.

5.2

Hummer Testbed

Various equipment was installed on a Hummer to provide autonomous control.
Safety for personnel and equipment \\'ere the highest priority in the design of the
Hummer control system. Care was ta.ken throughout the installation processes to
ensure that we could operate the vehicle safely at all times . A high level C++ software
library was writen to control the actuators. Two programs were also wriiten: one to
test the actuators and the other to opera tc the vehicle via a serial port. This section
describes the equipment installed in the II urn mer, the software library used to control
the installed equipment, and some challenges that arose during the vehicle automating
process.

.,_,

5.2.1

Hardware Description

POWER
The following voltages are needed for the operation of the installed components;
+12VDC, -12VDC, .SVDC, 28VDC and llOVAC. Electrical power to operate the installed equipment is obtained from the vehicle's battery. An inverter/ charger provides
llOVAC to operate a monitor and other devices that need AC power. A low power
LCD display can replace the monitor. The needed DC voltages are produced using
DC/DC converters. The converters produce reliable outputs for input voltages between ll-14VDC. The inverter/charger, when plugged into a llOVAC outlet, supplies
1 lOVAC and 13.6VDC to the vehicle. The 14 ..5VDC can be used to charge the vehicle's
battery.

ACTUATORS
Three actuators control the Hummer. one on the brake, one on the throttle, and one
on the steering wheel. Each actuator is 1111 iq ue and provided its own set of challenges
during installation. At the core of each actuator is a DC motor that turns in different
directions when given a different polarity rnltage, and at different speeds for different
voltages. There is a clutch on each motor so an operator can quickly decouple the
actuated mechanism from the actuator.

Brake Actuator: The brake actuator \\'as purchased as a complete unit from Red
Zone Robotics. This unit includes the positioning motor, motor position encoder, brake
position potentiometer, reduction gears. and a clutch. The brake actuator is mounted
on the floor of the vehicle directly be\o\\' the brake pedal. When the clutch is engaged,
the encoder gives a direct indication of the brake pedal position. The potentiometer
output is not currently being used. The potentiometer output could be used to detect
failures such as the operator has stepped on the brake or the brake clutch has failed.
Steering Actuator: The steeri 11g actuator was assembled using off-the-shelf components. A motor, reduction gears. position encoder and a clutch are used for the
driving mechanism. A bracket \\'as Ltlnicated that allowed the driving mechanism to
be mounted directly under the st ccri 11g \\'heel shaft and as close to it as possible. A
sprocket was installed on the factor.'· -.. l<'eri 11g wheel and the drive mechanism connected
to the steering wheel with a nylon lwlt. \\"lwn the clutch is engaged, the encoder gives
a direct indication of the positio11 uf t lw fro11t \\'heels. As a safety measure, we have
designed the belt to slip if the op<'r;tlur !..'.r;ilis the steering wheel. This slippage may
be a problem if the vehicle is opera li'd i 11 rn11gh terrain and excessive force is needed
to turn the wheels. Slippage will r1 · 1tl1 i11 a mismatch in the actual and measured
position of the front wheels. If slippitl!<' occurs, the vehicle will steer slightly off the
desired heading.
Throttle Actuator: The factun· installed cruise control servo is used to operate
the throttle. The use of this serrn 111ade installation easy but implementation very
difficult. This servo does not ha,.<' ;t po~i t ion i 11g encoder installed on it. This caused

many problems which are covered in the Electronics and Software sections below. The
throttle actuator, unlike the other two actuators, does not need to have a constant
voltage applied to it to maintain a desired throttle position. Once the throttle position
has been set, when voltage is removed from the servo motor, t}:ie throttle will remain
in that position.

ELECTRONICS
At the heart of the actuator control is a PC104 80486-based computer board. This
board has support for a VGA monitor, four serial lines, a parallel line, an Ethernet
connection, and an LCD monitor. A hard drive is connected to the computer ancl
contains the development environment but it is not necessary for the operation of tl1e
actuator software. The computer may be started with a boot disk and the programs
are small enough to fit on one floppy disk.
PC104 compliant embedded controllers manage the actuators. These devices handle
much of the low-level control work necessary for the positioning devices. The user
supplies the values for the proportional, integration, integration limit, differentia tio11.
velocity and acceleration parameters. Once the parameters are set, a user can give "
desired position to the board and the board performs the required trajectory.
The embedded controllers work very well for the brake and the steering wheel.
These actuators have encoders on them that show the position of their respecti \'('
motor. The encoders enable the embedded controller to operate independently. Due
to the lack of encoder position for the throttle, its control presents some difficul tics
tht are covered further in the software section. The motor and clutch for the throttlf'
actuator are connected the same as the other actuators. Since there is not an encoder
on this actuator, the encoder inputs on the embedded controller are not connected to
anything.
A PC104 compliant board with A/D converters and counters is installed at the top
of the PC104 stack. This board allows for the measurement of speed. Distance pulses
are generated by a magnetic pickup coil located on the transmission output shaft. This
is the factory installed serisor used in various places throughout the vehicle to compute
speed. The raw output signal is very noisy and could not be used as a direct connection
to the counter. The factory cruise control module circuitry is used to filter the sensor
output and produce a square wave proportional to the distance traveled.

5.2.2

Software Description

We wrote the software is Borland (' + + to take advantage of data abstraction. The
software lends itself easily to modifications and added functionality. The Controller is
the major class. The Brake, Steer and Throttle class inherit from the Controller class
and add methods a.s necessary for their unique functions. There are also a Counter
class and a Speed Class. Each of these classes is covered below.

Controller Class

The Controller class provides the interface to the embedded controllers. This class
provides methods for setup, initialization, and positioning devices connected to the
embedded controllers.

Steer and Brake Class
The Steer and Brake class inherit from the Controller class. The Brake class provides methods for increasing and decreasing the brake position and for releasing the
brake. The Steer class provides methods for moving the steering wheel. The steering
is controlled by a method that moves the steering wheel to position the front wheels
to the desired position given the desired angle, movement velocity and acceleration.
The input angle is the desired angle of the front wheels and can be between -32 and
32 degrees. Negative angles correspond to right turns. To ensure excessive force is not
applied to the steering wheel, the Steer class will not attempt to turn the wheel unless
the vehicle's velocity is greater than l~IPH. In order for a Steer object to know the
current ground speed, it is connected to a Speed object.

Throttle Class
The Throttle class inherits from the ( 'ontroller class. Due to the throttle actuator's
lack of an encoder, this class operates a bit differently from the Steer and Brake classes.
The vehicle's Throttle Position Indicator (TPI) signal is run to the A/D converter.
Currently the software does not use this input for throttle position but it can be
incorporated into the throttle control if more functionality is desired. A voltage may
be applied to the throttle servo by sending a command to the embedded controller
that will attempt to move the servo at a steady velocity or to a desired position. Since
the controller does not have feedback as to the position of the throttle, the voltage
will continue to be applied until another command is given to stop the motor. The
stop command must be given a precise time after the move command to position the
throttle to a desired position.
We first explored two methods to apply the stop command a given time after the
move command is given. One met liocl was to put in a delay for how much time to
apply the voltage. During the delay ti 111e the software was not addressing other vehicle
functions , such as the speed of the u'liicle. The other method was to put a command
into the loop that will continue to ch<'ck if the desired time has expired and then apply
the stop command. This method pr<'~cntcd a. major safety concern. If something in
the software failed between sending t lw 111m·<' command and before the stop command
is given, the throttle could quickly lw f11ll.' <11)plied.
The goal was to be able to send ;1 1·11r11111and to the embedded controller that applied the voltage for the desired <1111u11r1t of' time. To accomplish this goal we used
the positioning error abilities of t lie <·111 h<'dded controller. A user may define a maximum position error in the controller t h<ll. \\'hen exceeded, will remove power from the
controlling servo motor. The throttle docs not need to have a voltage applied to it
to maintain its position. With the right combination of position error, acceleration,
proportionality gain and desired posit iu11 ';-il1l<'s. a voltage may be applied to the brake

for a given amount of time with just one command. After the command is sent, further
monitoring will not needed. The use of the throttle to control the speed of the vehicle
is covered in the Speed Class below.

Counter Class
The Counter class provides methods to interface to the installed A/D /counter
board. Methods may be easily added to this class to control and access all items
connected to the A/D board. Currently, the major function of this board is to read
the counts from the ground distance sensor. There is another counter on this board
that may be used to measure engine speed or other devices that provide a pulse. The
A/D inputs are configured to measure voltages between 0 and 10 volts. This board
can be used to measure any voltage between the configured voltage and therefore provides many capabilities to add future functionality to the entire configuration such as
a temperature sensor in the Motor Controller Box.

Speed Class
The Speed class provides methods to control and read the current ground speed
of the vehicle. The method for controlling the speed is designed to be placed in a
loop and called at least four times per second. In order for a Speed object to cont~ol
the vehicle's speed, it must be connected to a Brake, Throttle, and Counter object.
The Speed class will read the speed via the counter object. If the vehicle speed is less
than the desired speed, the Speed class will ensure the brake is released and apply
the throttle. If the vehicle's speed is greater than the desired speed, the Speed class
will decrease the amount of throttle applied. If the vehicle does not begin to slow,
the Speed class will slowly apply the brake until the desired speed is obtained. If stop
command or a desired velocity of zero is sent to. the Speed class, it will apply the brake
to bring the vehicle to a safe and steady stop. If the stop command is used, it must
also be in a loop and continually sent to the Speed object.
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